Text Book Sections 5.3, 5.4  
Text Book Sections 7.1, 7.5.1

Assigned Problems:

1) Text book, Chapter 5 Exercise #5.26,  
2) Text book, Chapter 5 Exercise #5.28 (b) , (c)  
3) Text book, Chapter 5 Exercise #5.29  
4) Text book, Chapter 5 Exercise #5.30  
5) Text book, Chapter 7 Exercise #7.6  
6) Text book, Chapter 7 Exercise #7.14 (a), (b)  
7) Text book, Chapter 7 Exercise #7.23  
8) Text book, Chapter 7 Exercise #7.29

Try to work on as many of the following Unassigned Practice Problems as possible:

Text book, Chapter 5 Exercises #5.27, #5.31  
Text book, Chapter 7 Exercises #7.3, #7.4, #7.7, #7.11, #7.22, #7.24, #7.25(a)